Customer Assisted Power Quality Monitor
An innovative scheme that uses simple but advanced computational
intelligence techniques coupled with systems model to achieve the monitoring
and control of power quality within the house.
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Technology
Howard University‘s (HU) professor Dr. Momoh proposed an innovative device that uses
advanced computational intelligence techniques to achieve the monitoring and control of
power quality within a residence. A significant competitive advantage is the flexibility of
the device design to be put on electronic circuit chips that can be installed in a central
location in a house or on appliances. Additional flexibility will allow the customer the
ability to choose appropriate options of the power quality monitoring scheme to meet given
goals subject to technical, economic, and regulatory constraints of power delivery, quality,
and efficiency. In addition, the monitoring scheme will also take into consideration issues
of safety, security and reliability.
Benefits of the Technology
Power-quality monitoring has become increasingly common as the capabilities of
commercially available monitoring systems have increased and costs have fallen. Powerquality engineers have used various power-monitoring tools for many years. However, in
recent years, several trends have converged, resulting in the wide application of powermonitoring systems beyond power quality or power-management specialists.
The proposed system would be the first to be introduced in the residential market. There is
not a customer based assisted power quality monitoring scheme for real-time system
viability in the residential market, schemes currently exist only for corporate, electric
utility, and government agency customers.
Potential Application for Technology
The described technology is well suited for adoption by a company that is already
established in the commercial, industrial, and utility segments of the power quality market.
Other groups that may express interest in the technology would be existing energy
management companies such as, Intermatic, Leviton and Honeywell. Other possibilities
include marketing the technology to communications companies that already offer internet
connectivity and may be interested in providing power quality monitoring as a monthly
service or marketing to consumer electronics retailers, such as Best Buy or Circuit City,
because these companies offer a direct point of contact to consumers interested in
protecting electronic equipment and home appliances.
Stage of development
The described technology is currently in the conceptual stage and has not been reduced to
practice. There is no indication that the concept has been proven effective in a residential
setting. The inventor indicates that a prototype would take approximately six additional
months to develop.
Howard University is looking for a research and/or licensing partner to further develop this
system.
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